ANAK TO SPONSOR SPRING DANCE

BENEFIT ATHLETICS

Tapping Exercises Hold Spotlight at Mid-Terms

In order to obtain money to purchase aces for those aces competing in intramurals, the Society will sponsor weekly dances at the Naval Armory beginning Saturday night, February 16, and continuing every two weeks.

Process Day Sweaters

"Anyone who wishes to be carefully understood that his members will receive no remuneration for putting on these dances, and that all proceeds will be applied to the purchase of sweaters," said Charlie Yates, president. "Furthermore," Yates stated, "anyone who desires to check the figures need only see any of the members of Anak."

This movement is one of the most worthy ones that has been sponsored on the Tech campus during the semester. The members of Anak are putting many hours of time toward the success of these dances and they are going to the low, in cooperation of the students. The attendance of these affairs will be members of Atlanta's select set.

Field Day Plans Progressing

Planning for the thirty-third of Tech's Annual Field Days, sponsored by Anak, will well under way and a large list of entrants are expected for the event. Tug-o'-war and competitive track meets will be held, with suitable prizes for the winners.

Taping at Mid-Terms

At the close of the mid-term, Anak will select new members from the senior class at the semi-annual tapping exercise which takes place at Anak's house. (Continued on Page 2)

Noted Scientist Delivers Talk
To Students on "Liquid Air"

BY VICTOR CASEY

Last Thursday evening at the Tech "Y," Dr. Elliot James, noted scientist, delivered a lecture on the strange and wondrous properties of liquid air. The lecture was sponsored by Alpha Chi Sigma, national honorary professional chemical engineering society. Dr. James was the man who conducted the liquid air experiments at the Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago last year.

After first explaining what liquid air is and how it is produced, Dr. James pointed out the facility by which the liquid air can be obtained at extremely low temperatures; liquid air is possible to visualize a temperature as low as 312 degrees below zero. To illustrate the effect of this tremendously low temperature; a candle was held in his mouth without any harm. As a final experiment an aluminum Mason jar cover was burnt after treating it with liquid air. In doing this a temperature of over 4,000 degrees was created and an almost blinding light was produced. The lecture was one of great interest, and had an enthusiastic audience.

A rubber ball when frozen became so brittle as glass; a ball made of pure lead actually rang after being exposed to the low temperature; a candle was made from frozen kerosene, and a hammer from frozen mercury. To show the expansion of liquid air, which is 860 times its volume when boiled, Dr. James placed a small amount in a model airplane with a compressed motor, and the tiny plane developed considerable speed.

In concluding, Dr. James spoke of the dangers in handling liquid air, and gave several pointers on the proper methods. To show that it is fairly safe if correctly handled by an experienced worker, Dr. James put a small quantity of the super-chilled liquid in his mouth without any harm. As a final experiment an aluminum Mason jar cover was burnt after treating it with liquid air. In doing this a temperature of over 4,000 degrees and an almost blinding light were produced. The lecture was one of great interest, and had an enthusiastic audience.

PI DELTA EPSILON CONSIDERS CO-ED AFFILIATION

The Georgia Tech chapter of Pi Delta Epsilon, national collegiate journalistic fraternity, at its meeting last Friday night, voted in favor of the formation of Pi Delta Epsilon chapters in girls' and co-eds' colleges and universities, if the grand chapter deems such a move advisable.

It was brought up that such a move would not only assimilate journalistic activities in girls' schools but it would also provide recognition for their work.

Among the other business transacted at the meeting was the planning of a breakfast following the Pi Delta Epsilon dance. The breakfast will be held at the Beta Theta Pi house and will be attended by active members of Pi Delta Epsilon with their dates.

Plans for the spring controversy at which Tech will be represented, were discussed. The date and the place have not as yet been announced.

Freebody Club Bids . . . Thirteen Juniors

Freebody Club, honorary mechanical and electrical engineering society, elected thirteen Juniors as new members at their meeting held last Mon- day afternoon.

Those new men are as follows: W. Plage, F. C. Pote, Blackburn, Kepburn, R. Distler, McEwen, J. S. Young, Mingle, J. O. Johnson, W. Atwood, L. D. Moses, and R. H. Dever and A. N. Bray, co-ops. Initiation of these new members will be held on February 15, 1935.

The present officers of this organization are Gus Ervin, president; Geo. Caplin, vice-president, and Mac Kessel, Secretary and Treasurer.

N.S.F.A. Pres. Here Confers With Tech's Student Council

BY JOE ALEXANDER

In Atlanta on a three-day visit to attend the American Association of colleges' convention and to advise with student leaders at Tech, Emory, Agnes Scott, and Agnes Scott, John A. Lang took time out between conferences and meetings to give your reporter some ideas of the work being done by the National Student's Federation of America.

The N.S.F.A. was founded in 1926 at a conference of student representatives from 200 colleges and universi- ties, assembled to discuss the question of America's entrance into the World Court. It has since been amalgamated with the World Student Union and similar groups until today it numbers approximately 100 of the leading colleges and universities of the country and stands as an organization which represents the typical philosophy of undergraduate America and serves as a leader to this vast cross section of our population.

Swimming team will begin practice on February 11. There will be a meeting of all candidates and members in Coach Thrash's office at 4:00 o'clock on Friday, the 11th. Everyone interested in trying out for the team is urged to attend this meeting.

N.S.F.A. Closes Membership May 1

The ideals of the Federation are: To achieve a spirit of cooperation among the students of the United States in giving consideration to ques- tions affecting student interest, to develop a intelligent student organiza- tion on questions of national and in- ternational importance, to foster an understanding among students of the world in furthering an enduring peace; to further these ideals inde- pendently of any political party or religious sect.

The N.S.F.A. has worked with na- tional and state agencies in the dis- vision of curricula and laying greater interest on student welfare. The Fed- eration has been a recognized, a responsible body for the government's re- view of FERA grants to needy stu- dents.

In a talk to the American Associa- tion of Colleges, Mr. Lang brought the need of their assistance in work- (Continued on Page 3)

Yoga and Personal Fitness

Kay Kyser and his popular orches- tral will leave the Blackhawk Room, at 4:00 o'clock on Friday night, and 5:00 P. M. at Black's Bowling Center. To date only ten teams have been en- titled, although the league entrance is opened to any fraternity or organi- zation on the campus.

Through Mr. John S. Bly, owner of Black's Bowling Alley, a silver loving cup will be given to the team winning the ten-match series. Only forty-five cents, the minimum price of three games, will be charged for each of the five bowlers on each team.

The ten fraternities which have en- tered teams are: Delta Sigma Phi, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Sigma Kappa, Delta Theta, Kappa Sigma, Sigma Chi, Delta Epsilon, Chi Phi, Sigma Chi, Na and Kappa Alpha.

Every team will have an even chance through the handicap bowling system. Under this plan the team that improves most during the series will

PI DELTA EPSILON
CONSIDERS CO-ED AFFILIATION

The Inter-fraternity Bowling League sponsored by the Bulldog Club will meet on Saturday night at 7:00 P. M. at Black's Bowling Center. To date only ten teams have been en- titled, although the league entrance is opened to any fraternity or organi- zation on the campus.

The Inter-fraternity Bowling League has sponsored by the Bulldog Club will meet on Saturday night at 7:00 P. M. at Black's Bowling Center. To date only ten teams have been en- titled, although the league entrance is opened to any fraternity or organi- zation on the campus.

Advance Ticket Sale

As a courtesy to those that desire to purchase single tickets and don't care to stand in line or otherwise wait at the dances, the Council announces that on February 4, 5, 6 and 7 the box office at the Armory will be open from 2:00 to 4:00 P. M. each day. Single tickets, bleachers, can be pur- chased at this time, block exchanges can also be made. Block tickets are on sale at the Student Supply and will remain on sale until February 4.

Single tickets, bleachers, can be pur- chased at this time, block exchanges can also be made. Block tickets are on sale at the Student Supply and will remain on sale until February 4.

Among the other business transacted at the meeting was the planning of a breakfast following the Pi Delta Epsilon dance. The breakfast will be held at the Beta Theta Pi house and will be attended by active members of Pi Delta Epsilon with their dates.

Plans for the spring controversy at which Tech will be represented, were discussed. The date and the place have not as yet been announced.

No tickets on Friday night will be sold for the Sunday evening dance. There will be no admission fees at the Armory, block tickets may also be secured from any member of the dance committee.

An Innovation

This year the Blue Print, in coopera- tion with the Intercolor-Fraternity Council, (Continued on Page 5)
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**The Technique**

**FOR THE BEST.**

BEHAVED WE WOULD GO TO BED WITHOUT SUPPER. LET US ALL JUST HOPE

**WITHOUT THE AMENDMENTS, (WHICH WOULD MEAN THAT THE STATE WOULD**

**THE STATE IF THEY COULD BE CONVINCED THAT GEORGIA TECH IS IN DIRE**

**NEED OF SUCH AN EDIFICE. LASTLY, IF THE LEGISLATURE PASSES THE BILL**

**AS OUTLINED IN THE DAILY PAPERS. IN THIS CASE THINGS WILL BE CHANGED**

**PASS THE BILL. IN THIS CASE EVERYTHING WILL BE ROSY. THEN AGAIN,**

**SOMewhat, BUT WE STILL MIGHT GET A GYMNASIUM THROUGH ACTION OF**

**IT MAY BE THAT LEGISLATURE WILL PASS THE BILL WITH THE AMENDMENTS**

**NATURALLY THE GOVERNOR'S ACTIONS ARE FOR WHAT HE CONSIDERS THE BEST.**

**THE FUTURE UNTIL SOME CHANGE CAN BE MADE.**

**THE TECHNIQUE, ATLANTA, GEORGIA**

**George School of Technology**

"A Technical School With a National Reputation"

THE GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY offers to young men of ability and ambition a training which will fit them for positions of responsibility and power. The national reputation of this institution is based not on claims, but on results. Its graduates are recognized as men of high character and sound education, and are in demand throughout the world. Georgia Tech graduates succeed because they have been trained both to think scientifically and to work efficiently.

Courses in Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Textile, General, Ceramic, Chemical, and Industrial Engineering, Architecture

Industrial Education, and General Science.

**THE REGISTRAR OF GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY ATLANTA, GA.**

For Further Information Address:

Georgia School of Technology
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**The Technique, Atlanta, Georgia**

**Anak Announces Dance Program**

**ROBERT FULTON HOTEL**

**Where, Students and Old**

**Grads Meet**

**Servidor Service Ceiling Fan**

**Circulating Ice Water and Radio**

**In Every Room**

**300 Rooms**

**Each With Bath**

"ATLANTA'S BEST"
Roving Reporter Reports Run of Reckless Ramblin' Reck

By WALT CURTIS FREEMAN

All this age of speed! We are swept together with each other to see who could reach the campus first. As a result of all these efforts two choices have become known on the Tech campus several persons who hold great reputations as speedy bicycle riders. Here we mention but two, the already spoken of Uncle Heine, and Paul, the Speed King. You can now see the derivation of his name.

Between these two gentlemen there arose a great desire for one to beat the other. Their coming was always watched with great expectation.

Now in those days a nickname usually carried a rather inverse meaning. Therefore, when I say that Paul, the Speed King bought a car so that he could beat Uncle Heine, you can readily see why. Cars, to be sure, the least expensive in those days. The question may immediately arise in the minds of some as to how a college professor could afford to buy a car. All I can say is that Paul must have saved on his laundry bills and bought the car with the savings.

One day Uncle Heine, while pedaling peacefully toward the school, wondering where his rival was, heard a thundershower behind him. Suddenly a lightning rod whizzed by. A grinning face leered at him and was gone. Zounds! One couldn't help but recognize the driver of that streak of black smoke lighting. It was his rival, Paul, the Speed King. On this time the nickname carried a real meaning. Thus was married to a commission, a rivalry that has gone down as one of the great in the history of Tech.

Some time later, while Paul, the Cyclonic Terror, was driving to the campus, he saw ahead of him a lonely figure walking slowly toward Tech. Upon approaching the person he noticed that it was an instructor. He figured walking slowly toward Tech. Upon approaching the person he noticed that it was an instructor. He

BullDog Bowling Tournay Starts Tonight at 7:45

The cup, no matter how good the other teams may be. President Charlie Yates, of the BullDog Club, urges that every member be at Black's in the Belle Isle Garage at 7:45 sharp, with five men ready to bowl.

This series, beginning on January 26 and ending March 30, is another in a group of activities the BullDog Club hopes will bring Tech students and frazzlerites closer together.

This notice was found on a Call
game Centennial board. A person who found the lock and the key must get me at the box
can at 2:00 P.M. Monday, I will give him the combination.

Mike, U. professor summed up the difference between college and an army very briefly. "You have to show improvement to get out of an army.

Now! Just When You Need One!

TUX

In up-to-the-minute Styles

$25 & $30

Fine Tailoring Splendid

and when—-in addition, extra comfort and freedom

If you're cornered at a fancy

dress ball by a tealous "MF-Man," don't let the pest spoil your party. Count ten and light a sunny-smooth Old Gold. Every puff of a mellow, mild O. G. is like a friendly pat on the back.

Weared by a Windbag? ... light an Old Gold

PARKS-CHAMBERS

37-39 Peachtree

Final Announcement of the 1935 Football Schedule was Made Early in the Season. As was anticipated, Coach Tharp, popular freshman coach from Notre Dame, was named to take charge of the Lion. Tharp, for the last seven years, has been with the Fighting Irish, where he showed an excellent job of (1) The Grey Devil and Fighting Irish. Tharp will take over at the wheel of the Jackets, have watched the daily performances of the graduates of the 1934 team. They will end with the Conference meet here on the eleventh of April. Only two teams meet on the Auditorium Court at 7:30 o'clock.

**K tee Terren to the tennis team to be present at this meeting.**

The task men of last year required all opposition to add another name to the list of undefeated swimming teams. Several aquatic stars of last season were lost through graduation, but there are many outstanding performers returning.

For Operation Sweat!

The home games will be played at the city auditorium.

**BASEBALL**

April 26—Clemson at Clemson.
April 12—Athens.
April 19—20—Auburn at Auburn.
May 11—Georgia at Athens.
May 15—Georgia at Athens.
May 17—18—Oglethorpe.

The home games will be played on Rose Bowl Field.

---

COACH ALEC WILL BEGIN 16TH YEAR MONDAY

Fifty-five men are the number, figured on a paper, to be present at the inauguration of spring football practice on the twenty-eighth of January. Final exams begin on the same day, as a result, for the two weeks' break will be held for about two hours, ending at four P.M. The spring period will end on March 18. On this day a full game will be played as last year, between two evenly matched squads. Officials will be selected by coach Alexander, who, will be beginning his sixteenth year as head Coach at the Flats, and Grant Field will be opened for the game. There will be an admission of fifty cents charged—the proceeds going to the sponsoring of Spring minor sports at Tech. Such worthy causes as sending well and funds to teams to national events, will be aided. Last year a mid-week night show at one of the local theaters was held for this purpose, but if given the support of Tech football fans, this early contest could become a greater and probably, become an annual event.

Players who will report Monday for the first drill will include the following.

**CENTERS**—Proston, Lyons, Cola (x), Hood (x), Tharpe, Roberx.
**GUARDS**—John Wilson, Fulton, Tharpe, Cross, Hendrickson (x), Adams (x), Carmack (x), Glenn (x), Miller (x), Nixon (x), Plummer (x).
**TACKLES**—Bullock, Smith, Mary, Burke, Alexander (x), Brooks (x), Roney (x), Ponder, Cherington (x).
**ENDS**—Gibson, Thompson, Bond, Wasley, Stacey, Kata, Allen (x), Ed Jones (x), Tischer (x), Britt (x), Rickett (x), Morgan (x), Trask (x), Townsend (x), Martin, Street, McKinley, Moore (x), Johnson (x), Burke (x), Butler (x), Edwards (x), Hackett (x), Hancock (x), Johnson (x), Kossman (x), Peters (x), Kossman (x), Logan (x), Sims (x).
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It Fall Down and Go Sqush, or Pink." Seriously speaking, fellows, the power to be have been new enough to extend the privilege of the Army; the decorations have been put there for your enjoyment, and the other fellows. Also, see, we will want to use the Army again, so let's make the same powers agree that we are worthy of the trust imposed. The Navy officials have announced that the Bridge at the end of the Army was put there for instruction purposes and they had rather that those in attendance would not experiment with the numerous gadgets contained thereon, because many of them are expensive.

If we may diverse a bit, we would like to suggest that the dancers are in the offing, but the thing that is paramount in the realm of the Engineer at present is exams; after all, it is a better feeling when you attend the dances as a student rather than as an alumnus. Enthusiasm and spirit before the dances is fine business, but don't run it in the ground, fellows. After all, plenty of cramming is all that will keep some of us from the faculty's galluses; fellows, let's keep our heads.

**THE YEAR IS**

When lots of the fellows get very confidential and converse with your truly and of course pref or suffice the tragedy or hash thrice with "this is not for publication." Gents, let's make this year an exception in the respect that we can give the picture of the dances, the probable aftermath and the reactions of thianone and thataone without any faint or blimish. Let's give the other fellows a break and let them know that you are more than just a student, some of the time.

**WIT A SHEATH OF ORCHIDS**

We will close the last of this term's publications. The sheath of orchids goes to John Ridgley Wright, Paul, the other officers of the dance committee, and the several powers of unseen and unheard of gents that are contributing their share to make the dances another event rather than just a set of dances. We give you the sheath—distribute them as you may, and if the dance or dances that you bestow upon yourself for the dances proves herself worthy, bestow one on them; after all, the verbal orchid will solve the corage problem no end.

**MILK SHAKES 5C**

**Tech Commissary**

Before closing this pleasant evening... which has been held in the interests of truth and brevity... may I say...

Long speeches have been made about this and that, but when it comes to a good cigarette, you can say it all in just a few words...

**they're MINDER**

**they TASTE BETTER**